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20 YEARS IN BUSINESS

Over the past 20 years, we have 

grown from a regional company 

into a global technology 

solutions network. Since 2001, 

we have specialized in design, 

development, manufacturing 

and distribution of innovative 

non-invasive medical and 

wellness devices, based on 

cutting-edge diagnostic 

technology and complex 

program cross-analysis of the 

data received.

CLIENT-ORIENTED

Keeping our сlients' time and comfort in 
mind, we develop an integration of multiple 
technologies in one device and modern 
software presentation, which allow to 
perform a quick and non-invasive functional 
state assessment.

OUR OWN INNOVATIVE 

TECHNOLOGY

By using the achievements of science and 

technology in the field of diagnostics, in 

combination with our own innovative 

technology, our team of high-end professionals 

has identified efficient approaches to 

developing, manufacturing and selling top 

quality equipment that meets the challenges of 

both today and the foreseeable future.

CERTIFIED EQUIPMENT

Our equipment has passed the necessary 
tests and certification process, and has 
repeatedly proved its high efficiency with 
our partners. The quality of our 
equipment is confirmed by international 
certificates CE Medical and ISO 13485.



Main Operation Principles

Functional health and wellness screening 

systems include the patented algorithm for 

automatic cross-data analysis (program 

cross-analysis) that is recorded with the use 

of 4 scientific technologies, each of the 

methods has scientific evidence and has 

been used in both sport and medicine for 

many years.

Galvanic Skin 
Response

Body Composition and 
Bioimpedance

Heart Rate 
Variability

Digital Pulse Wave 
Analysis
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Body Composition and 
Bioimpedance

Bioelectrical impedance analysis 
(BIA) is a widely used technique 
for estimating body composition 
by measuring electrical 
resistance in different parts of 
the body. It is particularly useful 
in large, population-based 
studies because it is quick, 
portable, inexpensive and 
noninvasive. 

Used for:

Segmental body composition 

assessment

Dietary advice

Sport and SPA recommendations

Galvanic Skin Response

The Galvanic Skin Response 
(GSR) is defined as a change in 
the electrical properties of the 
skin. The signal can be used for 
capturing the autonomic nerve 
responses as a parameter of the 
sweat gland function.

Used for:

Microcirculation assessment

Stress and Fatigue assessment

Vertebral score 

Dietary advice

Sport and SPA recommendations

Heart Rate Variability

Heart rate variability (HRV) is the 
physiological phenomenon of variation 
in the time interval between 
heartbeats. It is measured by the 
variation in the beat-to-beat interval.
Heart  rate  variability  has 
considerable  potential  to  assess  
the  role  of  autonomic nervous 
system fluctuations in normal healthy 
individuals and in patients with various 
cardiovascular  and non-cardiovascular  
disorders.

Used for:

Cardio score 

Stress and Fatigue assessment

Vertebral score 

Dietary advice

Sport and SPA recommendations

Digital Pulse Wave Analysis

Optical  determination  of  the  DVP  
(Digital  Volume  Pulse)  is  a  
particularly  simple method  for  
performing  pulse  contour  
analysis.  
Contour  analysis  of  the  DVP  
provides  a  rapid  means  of 
assessing vascular tone and 
arterial stiffness.   Applications   
include   the   assessment   of 
endothelial function, arterial 
stiffness and characterization of 
arterial ageing.

Used for:

Cardio score

Microcirculation assessment 

Dietary advice

Sport and SPA recommendations
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Fitness & Wellness:
Systems for express assessment of 
a person’s overall wellness, aimed at 
a wide range of people who do not 
have identified health issues, but are 
concerned about their physical 
development, excess weight, body 
condition

Medical: 
Integral health assessment systems 
aimed at initial examination of the 
patient, with an intended use related 
to maintaining or encouraging 
general state of health. They help to 
reduce the risk of certain chronic 
diseases and/or conditions. 
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Fitness & Wellness

Intended use

MS FIT systems are developed for 
those who work on anything 
connected with lifestyle, diet and 
supplementation, exercise and 
counseling in therapy.

Aimed at a wide range of people, 
concerned about their physical 
development, excess weight, body 
condition, or those who want to do 
sports and fitness that require 
increased physical exertion, as well 
as professional athletes.

This group needs modern wellness 
diagnostics in order to create a 
properly selected individual training 
program and rehabilitation 
procedures.

MS FIT
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MS FIT is a complete solution 
for fitness, wellness and spa 
centers and professional 
sports clubs.

MS FIT performs an integrated 
assessment of a person's wellness 
indicators with the opportunity to 
develop detailed recommendations for 
an individual fitness program in operator 
mode as well as in self-testing mode 
for clients. 

The systems are designed to quickly and 
effectively act on prevention, counseling 
and follow up of customers, patients 
and athletes.

Diagnostics and individual
program recommendations 
in just 60 seconds
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STRESS & 
FATIGUE LEVEL 

TOP RISK 
FACTORS

MICROCIRCULATION 
LEVEL IN THE LIMBS

BIOLOGICAL AGE AND 
CARDIO SCORE

FUNCTIONAL LOAD ON 
THE SPINE

FITNESS, WELLNESS & 
SPA 

RECOMMENDATIONS

DIETARY ADVICEBODY 
COMPOSITION AND 

WATER BALANCE



MS FIT



Партнеры
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Segmental Body Composition 
Assessment
Upon completion of the body 
composition analysis, the client 
receives accurate information on the 
amount of fat and bone tissue, and 
the muscle mass and water in the 
body.

Fat Mass 
Fat Free Mass
Muscular Mass
Body Cell Mass
TBW (Total Body Water)
Extra Cellular Water
Intra Cellular Water
Visceral Fat
Basal Metabolic Rate

Interpretation of the test results 
allows to estimate energy 
consumption at rest, and the work 
of organs and systems. Based on 
this, the specialist composes the 
most appropriate regimen and diet 
in order to lose weight and cure 
related diseases.

Microcirculation Assessment
An important feature of 
microcirculation is the constant 
variability (both in time and in 
space) of the degree of blood supply 
to the limbs.
As a result of the analysis, the client 
receives information about the 
quality of microcirculation in the 
limbs:

Microcirculation Markers in Upper 
and Lower Limbs 

Arterial Stiffness Index

Dynamic Monitoring of Cardio 
Training

Interpretation of the results of the 
study allows you to identify 
pathology at an early stage and 
initiate the timely correction of 
lifestyle and treatment.
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Cardiovascular Assessment
In this section we perform the 
analysis of the functional state of 
the cardiovascular system and 
identification of risks that may 
threaten the client's health:

Determination of Biological Age

Assessment of Central and 
Peripheral  Hemodynamic Indicators

It is very important to correctly 
interpret the results of the 
examination, taking into account the 
characteristics of the client (chronic 
diseases, medication, bad habits), to 
stimulate motivation and 
commitment to systematic 
exercises.

Stress and Fatigue Assessment
This module reflects the state of the 
vegetative function of the 
cardiovascular system. 
The result of the analysis is an 
assessment of the level of stress 
and fatigue, as well as a 
comprehensive report on the heart 
rate variability.

Determination of stress, which 
directly affects the body

Determination of the type of stress 
(physical / emotional)

Evaluation of treatment 
effectiveness
        
A visual presentation of all changes 
taking place at the moment (as it 
helps to choose the direction of 
treatment)
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Vertebral Assessment
This module is formed as a result of 
cross-research: the correlation 
between organ dysfunctions and 
vertebral displacement and/or 
segmental innervation and condition 
of living tissue:

Assessment score of the 
neuromuscular conductivity level for 
various segments of the spinal 
column

The vertebrae experiencing overload 
are highlighted in different colors 
depending on the degree of risk. 
As a result of the study, we 
recommend clients to unload 
vulnerable spinal segments and pay 
attention to those sports and 
procedures that will strengthen the 
muscular corset and relieve the 
excess load on vertebrae.

Recommendations based on test 
results
Upon completion of the analysis, the 
client receives information about 
diet recommendations, preferred 
physical activities, SPA treatments, 
and also defines 
“non-recommended” factors, 
highlighting the parameter from the 
body's assessment system.

These recommendations might be 
used by a specialist to set up an 
individualized lifestyle program.
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Wellness score
After the very first test the clients: 

have a clearer picture of their current 
wellness,

know about possible reasons for 
certain health issues, 

understand in which direction to go in 
order to achieve their goals



Configurations

MS FIT is available in several 
configurations to best meet your 
wishes:

MS FIT  mini touch screen kiosk

 
MS FIT 32 touch screen kiosk

MS FIT 43 touch screen kiosk

MS FIT portable



MS FIT mini touch screen kiosk

BODY MATERIAL
 
WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

SCREEN SIZE

Stainless steel

70 kg

122 х 71 х 170 cm

27’’
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MS FIT mini touch screen kiosk

Kiosk with integrated electronic 
equipment
 
Hands platform with built-in 
sensors to determine heart rate, 
galvanic skin response and 
bioimpedance
                                   
Feet platform with built-in sensors 
for weight measurement, galvanic 
skin response and bioimpedance                       
 
Touch screen

Integrated MS FIT software 
adapted for touch screen
 

+

+

+

+

+
 

 

CONFIGURATION

Digital pulse wave sensor
 
QR code scanner
                                   
Ultrasonic height meter                     
 
Backlighting of hands and feet 
platforms

Webcam

Blood pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed MS 
FIT software

SOFTWARE LICENSE
 

+

$

-

-

$

$

$

ACCESSORIES

1 additional license for a 

Windows OS laptop or Microsoft 

tablet with horizontal or vertical 

viewing

 



MS FIT mini



MS FIT 32  touch screen kiosk

BODY MATERIAL
 
WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

SCREEN SIZE

Artificial stone

140 kg

103 х 61 х 200 cm 

32’’

MS FIT 32 touch screen kiosk

Kiosk with integrated electronic 
equipment
 
Hands platform with built-in 
sensors to determine heart rate, 
galvanic skin response and 
bioimpedance
                                   
Feet platform with built-in sensors 
for weight measurement, galvanic 
skin response and bioimpedance                        
 
Touch screen

Integrated MS FIT software 
adapted for touch screen
 

+

+

+

+

+
 

 

CONFIGURATION
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Digital pulse wave sensor

QR code scanner

Ultrasonic height meter

Backlighting of hands and feet 
platforms

Webcam

Blood pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed MS 
FIT software

SOFTWARE LICENSE 

+

+

$

+

$

$

$

ACCESSORIES

1 additional license for a 

Windows OS laptop or 

Microsoft tablet with 

horizontal or vertical viewing

 



MS FIT 32
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Kiosk with integrated electronic 
equipment
 
Hands platform with built-in 
sensors to determine heart rate, 
galvanic skin response and 
bioimpedance
                                   
Feet platform with built-in 
sensors for weight measurement, 
galvanic skin response and 
bioimpedance                        
 
Touch screen

Integrated MS FIT software 
adapted for touch screen
 

+

+

+

+

+
 

 

MS FIT 43 touch screen kiosk

CONFIGURATION ACCESSORIES

Digital pulse wave sensor 

QR code scanner
                                   
Ultrasonic height meter                    
 
Backlighting of hands and feet 
platforms

Blood pressure cuff

Webcam

Tablet with pre-installed MS 
FIT software

SOFTWARE LICENSE
 

+

+

+

+

$

$

$

1 additional license for a 

Windows OS laptop or 

Microsoft tablet with 

horizontal or vertical viewing

 

MS FIT 43 touch screen kiosk

BODY MATERIAL
 
WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

SCREEN SIZE

Tempered glass

155 kg

103 х 62 х 220  cm

43’’



MS FIT 43



MS FIT portable

HARDWARE
 

 

Electronic unit, plates and 
accessories connectable to a 
computer

                      
 

 

MS FIT portable

USB connectable box

Tetrapolar stainless steel hands 
platform with built-in sensors to 
determine heart rate, galvanic 
skin response and bioimpedance

Tetrapolar stainless steel feet 
platform with built-in sensors to 
determine galvanic skin response 
and bioimpedance                        
 

 

+

+

+

 

 

CONFIGURATION
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Digital pulse wave sensor

4 lead cables for the hands 
platform

4 lead cables for the feet 
platform

USB cable

Transport bag

Blood pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed MS FIT 
software

SOFTWARE LICENSE

+

+

+

+

+

$

$

2

ACCESSORIES



MS FIT portable



Medical

Intended use

MS PRO system for functional body 
state assessment obtains a quick 
overview of the most important 
regulatory mechanisms of the 
human body.
It can be used as a screening 
system for the initial examination 
or a follow up of patients in medical 
facilities with an intended use 
related to maintaining or 
encouraging general state of health 
or reducing the risk of certain 
chronic diseases and/or 
conditions.
The equipment complies with 
current international standards: CE 
Medical and ISO 13485.

MS PRO
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MS PRO is a complete 
solution for public and 
private clinics, medical 
centers, health centers, 
private practitioners and 
research institutes.

MS PRO performs an integrated 
assessment of a person's wellness 
indicators with the opportunity to 
develop detailed recommendations 
for an individual wellness program in 
operator mode as well as in 
self-testing mode.
The system is designed to quickly 
and effectively act on prevention, 
counseling and follow up of 
customers, patients and athletes.

Diagnostics and individual
program recommendations 
in 2 minutes 



Key features

SYMPATHETIC AND 
PARASYMPATHETIC 

NERVOUS SYSTEM STATE 
ASSESSMENT

TOP RISK 
FACTORS

CARDIOVASCULAR 
SYSTEM STATE 
ASSESSMENT

FUNCTIONAL 
VERTEBRAL LOAD 

ASSESSMENT

SUDOMOTOR FUNCTION 
ASSESSMENT

FITNESS, WELLNESS & 
SPA 

RECOMMENDATIONS

LAB TESTS DATA 
INTEGRATION

SCREENING MARKERS

OVERALL WELLNESS 
SCORE ASSESSMENT

TRACKING DYNAMICS AND  
GENERATION OF REPORTS

DIETARY ADVICE SEGMENTAL BODY 
COMPOSITION 

ANALYSIS
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MS PRO



Screening markers
The risk of developing certain diseases is 
calculated, indicating the most vulnerable 
component in the pathogenesis of the disease, as 
well as recommendations for additional studies to 
confirm the presence or absence of problems with 
this parameter. 
In addition, each component is confirmed by a brief 
description of clinical studies.

1.Cardiovascular system:
Cardiovascular disease
Atherosclerotic vascular disease
LDL cholesterol
Left ventricular hypertrophy
Inflammatory process

2.Diabetes:
Diabetes
Metabolic syndrome
Insulin resistance
Beta cells functional depression
Glucose tolerance test
Microvascular endothelial cell function

3.Hepatitis
4.Prostatic adenoma
5.Checking the hyperactive child syndrome
6.Cerebrum and thyroid:
Cerebrum and thyroid
Serotonin reaction in the brain
Dopamine and norepinephrine reaction in the brain
GABA reaction in the brain
Thyroid reaction
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Configurations

MS PRO is available in 
several configurations to 
best meet your wishes: 

MS PRO mini touch screen kiosk

MS PRO 32  touch screen kiosk

MS PRO 43 touch screen kiosk

MS PRO portable
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MS PRO mini touch screen kiosk

BODY MATERIAL

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

SCREEN SIZE

Stainless steel

70 kg

122 х 71 х 170  cm

27’’

MS PRO mini

Kiosk with integrated electronic 
equipment

Hands platform with built-in 
sensors to determine heart rate, 
galvanic skin response and 
bioimpedance

Feet platform with built-in 
sensors for weight 
measurement, galvanic skin 
response and bioimpedance

Touch screen

Integrated MS PRO software 
adapted for touch screen
 

+

+

+

+

+
 

CONFIGURATION

Digital pulse wave sensor

Forehead electrodes

QR code scanner

Ultrasonic height meter

Backlighting of hands and feet 
platforms

Webcam

Blood pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed 
MS PRO software

SOFTWARE LICENSE

+

+

$

-

-

$

$

$

1 additional license for a 

Windows OS laptop or 

Microsoft tablet with horizontal 

or vertical viewing

 

ACCESSORIES
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MS PRO mini



MS PRO 32 

Kiosk with integrated electronic 
equipment

Hands platform with built-in 
sensors to determine heart rate, 
galvanic skin response and 
bioimpedance

Feet platform with built-in 
sensors for weight measurement, 
galvanic skin response and 
bioimpedance

Touch screen

Integrated MS PRO software 
adapted for touch screen
 

+

+

+

+

+
 

 

CONFIGURATION ACCESSORIES

Digital pulse wave sensor

Forehead electrodes

QR code scanner

Ultrasonic height meter

Backlighting of hands and feet 
platforms

Webcam

Blood pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed MS 
PRO software

SOFTWARE LICENSE

+

+

+

$

+

$

$

$

1 additional license for a 

Windows OS laptop or 

Microsoft tablet with horizontal 

or vertical viewing
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MS PRO 32 touch screen kiosk 
BODY MATERIAL

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

SCREEN SIZE

Artificial stone

140 kg

103 х 61 х 200 cm

32’’

 



MS PRO 32



Kiosk with integrated electronic 
equipment

Hands platform with built-in 
sensors to determine heart 
rate, galvanic skin response 
and bioimpedance

Feet platform with built-in 
sensors for weight 
measurement, galvanic skin 
response and bioimpedance

Touch screen

Integrated MS PRO software 
adapted for touch screen
 

+

+

+

+

+
 

MS PRO 43 

CONFIGURATION ACCESSORIES

Digital pulse wave sensor

Forehead electrodes

QR code scanner

Ultrasonic height meter

Backlighting of hands and feet 
platforms

Webcam

Blood pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed MS 
PRO software

SOFTWARE LICENSE

 

+

+

+

+

+

$

$

$

1 additional license for a 

Windows OS laptop or 

Microsoft tablet with horizontal 

or vertical viewing
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MS PRO 43 touch screen kiosk 
BODY MATERIAL

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

SCREEN SIZE

Tempered glass

155 kg

103 х 62 х 220 сm

43’’



MS PRO 43



USB connectable box

Tetrapolar stainless steel hands 
platform with built-in sensors to 
determine heart rate, galvanic skin 
response and bioimpedance

Tetrapolar stainless steel feet 
platform with built-in sensors to 
determine galvanic skin response 
and bioimpedance
                  
 
 

+

+

+

 

 

MS PRO portable

CONFIGURATION ACCESSORIES

Digital pulse wave sensor

Head electrodes

4 lead cables for the hands 
platform

4 lead cables for the feet platform

USB cable

Transport bag

Blood pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed MS PRO 
software

SOFTWARE LICENSE

+

+

+

+

+

+

$

$

2
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MS PRO portable

HARDWARE
 

 

Electronic unit, plates and 
accessories connectable to a 
computer

 



The price includes:  
MS FIT / PRO software x 2 licenses (Windows OS required)

education and training

warranty on the hardware: 1 year* 

technical support: 1 year*

updates during 1 year*
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Advantages of the system

SPECTACULAR
3D visualization of 

problem areas

USEFUL
automatic recommendations for

training, nutrition, wellness
and SPA procedures

EASY TO USE
intuitive controls and touch

screen

PROFITABLE
increased sales of personal 

programs

MOTIVATING
for new achievements and 

regular workouts by
tracking progress

NEW LEVEL OF CUSTOMER SERVICE
Create a truly personalized training and 
procedures plan, track progress, send out 
automatic reports, and motivate clients for new 
achievements by using cutting-edge scientific 
technologies of health testing.

FAST
Integral assessment of

wellness indicators in 60
seconds



Additional accessories

QR code scanner

Webcam

Ultrasonic height meter

Personal Bluetooth blood pressure 
cuff 

Professional automatic USB blood 
pressure cuff

Tablet with pre-installed software
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Contact us

MEDICALSOFT LLC
Manufacturer of innovative health 
and wellness screening systems

medicalsoft.com

info@medicalsoft.com

+7 (499) 11 00 888
+7 (495) 545 70 70

Bolshoy boulevard 42,
build. 1, 4th floor, office 1680
121205 Moscow, Russian 
Federation

We are looking forward to future 
cooperation!


